30       THEORY   AND    PRACTICE   OF   EDUCATION
The probability is that certainly in most boys' schools
cricket and football are played according to rale too early.
It is delightful to watch a set of natural little boys of
seven with, a football; they throw it, Mck it, roll over
it and sit down when they are tired. There is no idea of
playing a team game, and to try to compel young children
to play by fixed rule before they have a feeling for then1
community, generally called the herd instinct, is as wasteful
of time as to try to teach reading before a child wants
to read.
As children get into their teens the actual acquisition
of knowledge in many cases becomes their absorbing
interest and in some cases they look on play as childish.
In the school where prowess in games is as important, or
even more important than intellectual distinction, such
children may be very unhappy, and they may either
force themselves to play at great cost of energy or become
rebels and acquire a feeling of critical opposition to their
society.
It is deplorable that some of the most intelligent of
a community should either be looked down on by their
fellows or look down on them, and such a situation could
be easily avoided if the fact could be accepted that there
are at least as many ways of playing as of writing tribal
lays. Thus a boy who is bored to death at Ms school
because he cares very little for the formal work, and even
less for cricket and football, never knows a dull moment
during holidays when he can work on his garden and
develop a nurseryman's business on the plan of barter
with neighbours. His catalogues, hand-written circulars,
and account-books put his school exercise-books to shame,
It is a pity that, on the one hand the very brilliant child,
on the other, the ordinary child, with practical interests
and no zeal for the conventional amusements of a school,
should find so much of life tedious during his most formative
years,

